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Special Edition

LEGAL UPDATE
In January 2016 two members filed a lawsuit against TPUOA and Kort & Scott

(K&S) to set aside the Settlement Agreement in an attempt to nullify the maintenance
fee increases.

The Settlement Agreement did not create the maintenance fee increases only the
implementation period.

The Settlement Agreement was required through Bankruptcy Court action to
permit sale of TPE recreational facilities.

TPUOA had to respond to the lawsuit to defend what was gained for members in
the Settlement Agreement, some of which are:

▪ Four-year staged implementation of fee increases

▪ Members Only golf course November – April

▪ Members priority use of the Clubhouse Hall year round

▪ $2.5 million in capital improvements

▪ $850,000 in immediate repairs

▪ TPUOA’s secured claim for $382,000 from the sale proceeds

TPUOA filed for dismissal of the lawsuit on February 26. The issue will be heard in
Palm Springs Superior Court on Tuesday, March 22, 2016 at 8:30 am.

The lawsuit and responding documents are posted on TPUOA.net or can be
picked up in the TPUOA office.
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The purpose of this publication is to:
• Update members about the current lawsuit
• Clarify misinformation about the origin of the TPE maintenance fee Increase
• Present facts about the Settlement Agreement that grew out of the Shenandoah Springs (CSSV)

bankruptcy and sale process

Since the sale in June 2014, some members have adamantly objected to the increase in TPE monthly
maintenance fees and held TPUOA responsible for those increases. A lawsuit was filed against TPUOA and
Kort & Scott (K&S) in January 2016.

While soliciting funds for the lawsuit, much misinformation has been published. TPUOA has previously
attempted to clarify issues and correct misinformation with little effect. This document is another attempt to
put the issues in perspective, explain the sequence of events and correct inaccuracies.  We begin with
events surrounding the bankruptcy of previous owner Ron Safren/Shenandoah Springs (CSSV).

After a contentious five-year battle in the courts with
the previous owner, TPUOA prevailed on 80% of
their lawsuit.  Highlights were:

• Judgment for $360,000+ in legal fees

• Appointment of receiver to stabilize the business
and negotiate with the IRS

• Court order preventing Safren from further divert-
ing TPE maintenance fees to other ventures

• Members’ events could not incur additional
charges for the use of the Clubhouse

Immediately following this lawsuit, both parties filed
appeals.  CSSV appealed to reverse the court order,
and TPUOA appealed for the other 20% declined in
the original lawsuit and included:

• Reimbursement of the $850,000 that had been
diverted from TPE maintenance fees

• Order that the park facilities were private to TPE
and not open to the public

• Reimbursement of $24,000 in interest costs on a
bond that CSSV insisted be posted by the Asso-
ciation

• Reimbursement of approximately $40,000 of ad-
ditional legal costs excluded by the court in the
first decision.

On November 30, 2012, General Electric, the mortgage holder, filed for foreclosure against CSSV.  On
December 3, CSSV filed for bankruptcy Chapter 11 protection in Federal Bankruptcy Court. TPUOA was the
second highest secured creditor to the bankruptcy filing—behind GE the mortgage holder—and filed for
recognition of status for $382,000 plus interest.

CSSV petitioned the court to sell the property and in 2013 CSSV commissioned a study of maintenance
fees in the ten CC&R tracts. Based on a shortfall identified in the study, CSSV raised the fees 6.5% for
2014. CSSV used the study/increase as an incentive for prospective buyers.
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Potential buyers needed the promised cash flow from the maintenance fee increase to make the purchase
yet they had to satisfy TPUOA’s legal financial interest in the sale. This ultimately produced the Settlement
Agreement.

Go to arbitration: Facilitate a sale:
• Maybe win, maybe not on maintenance fees
• Probable loss of sale; CSSV still owner
• No money for TPUOA
• Possible lawsuit for interference
• Eventual foreclosure anyway

• Legal fees reimbursed
• $850,000 lost maintenance fees repaid
• Cooperative new owners
• Money up front for immediate repairs
• Public vs. Private settled
• Maintenance fee issue resolved

The Settlement Agreement covered most TPUOA issues with the exception of the $850,000  which was
incorporated directly into the Purchase/Sales Agreement. The Settlement Agreement was an addendum to
the Sale Agreement and secured the following for TPUOA members:

• The maintenance fee increases as set by the CSSV study would be implemented over a four-
year period instead of all in one year.

• $2.5 million would be immediately available towards capital improvements.
• Annually, 2% of the collected maintenance fees would fund a capital reserve account.
• The Buyer would work with TPUOA to determine the scope of improvements.
• The Buyer would address $850,000 in immediate repairs and clean up the Family Section

facilities with $257,000.
• The Property Owners Handbook which had been thrown out by CSSV would be adopted and

reviewed/updated by the Buyer and TPUOA within 120 days.
• Private vs. Public: The golf course would remain exclusive to members from November 1

through April 30.
• The Clubhouse banquet room would be available by priority to members year round.
• Clubhouse events would be appropriate to the community.
• Tri Palm signage and entrance landscaping would be restored as soon as possible.
• The Settlement Agreement does not modify but supplements the Master Declarations.
• No additional fees can be charged for basic use of the recreational facilities.
• Buyer will not object to TPUOA’s secured claim from the proceeds of the sale.
• Liquor license will be retained and transferred to Buyer.

On the day of the court auction, two additional buyers appeared with the required $1,000,000.
The judge allowed the auction to proceed provided the new bidders agreed to accept the Settlement
Agreement without changes. K&S emerged from the auction as the Buyer.

The Association immediately filed for mediation.  During that mediation, the court informed TPUOA that if the
Association did not give up its legal stance to permit a “free and clear” sale, the Association could be sued
for interference. The mediation went unresolved and TPUOA filed for binding arbitration on the maintenance
fee issue.  However, chances of winning were not positive hence the dilemma:
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In January 2016 two members filed a lawsuit against TPUOA and K&S to set aside the Settlement
Agreement in an attempt to nullify the maintenance fee increases and force K&S to reimburse the collected
maintenance fees. As stated above, the fee increases were established before the Settlement Agreement.
The Settlement Agreement changed only the period for implementation.

The Plaintiffs maintain that TPUOA does not need to respond to this suit because they are not seeking
money from TPUOA. However, TPUOA must respond because it is defending the Association’s right to the
Agreement that contains so much more than the maintenance fees. Setting aside the Settlement Agreement
potentially puts at risk a number of the gains listed previously.

The Plaintiffs proclaimed in a January 29 posting on Nextdoor that “If successful the 1272 owners in tracts 2
– 8 will be reimbursed all the increased fees”.  Yet in later postings, they warned that only the two of them
will benefit from a successful suit unless others contribute to their legal fund. In fact, since the Plaintiffs filed
as individuals, no one will receive consideration of the lawsuit without further legal action, and additional
costs.

TPUOA filed for dismissal of the lawsuit on February 26; and the issue will be heard in Palm Springs
Superior Court on Tuesday, March 22, 2016 at 8:30 am.

The lawsuit and responding documents are posted on TPUOA.net or can be picked up in the TPUOA office.

The TPUOA Board of Directors has been silent while the Plaintiffs, Alex Cheveldave and Richard Davis,
have tried to turn the Sale and the Settlement Agreements into a single issue debate over maintenance fees
with TPUOA bearing responsibility. In fact:

● TPUOA did not develop the tiered fee schedule.
● TPUOA did not write the CC&R’s.
● TPUOA did not recalculate the fees.
● TPUOA did nothing illegal, fraudulent or deceptive in the making of the Settlement Agreement.

The Settlement Agreement has brought the community far more benefits than the alternatives that would
have had very negative impacts on our homes and lifestyle. This was the best outcome for the benefit of the
community that could have been put forward.


